Where Passion
Drives Engineering

STORY
As many other stories, ours started with a dream.
Giuliano, a young, hard-working production manager
with a passion for mechanics, always had the desire
to turn his many ideas into a reality.
With his inventiveness and the experience gained in the
sector over almost 20 years, he came up with a simpler
product and started making his dream happen.
By starting off in a corner of a small farm (yes, a farm!)
in Mediglia, in the suburbs of Milan, and borrowing his first
lathe machine, he started manufacturing the very first
ATEM air shaft.
It was 1987 and it was a long way to the ATEM we know today.
As the years went by, our team grew bigger and our
products started reaching the international markets,
receiving acclaims from the leaders of the industry.

Thanks to our innovative approach and a growing network
of trusted partners, we conquered the market by making
our clients feel heard and providing them with tailored
solutions and excellent service.
In 2005, due to the growing demand, we opened our new
state-of-the-art plant in Galgagnano, and in 2011 we
installed a cutting edge solar power system that allowed
us to fully run our facilities on sustainable energy.
In 2017, we marked the 30th year of successful business,
celebrating together with collaborators and friends who
helped us make this possible.
Every day, with our vision set to the future, we commit to
creating new and better products, to constantly innovating
our manufacturing facilities and to improving our service,
building long-lasting relationships along the way.

SINCE 1987

BELIEVE IN
SIMPLICITY

INNOVATION

We believe there are many solutions to a problem, but our
team always focuses on finding the one that, while delivering
results, makes the job for the end user the easiest it can be.
With this mind-set engraved in our culture, we commit every
day to simplify every aspect of our company, from making
maintenance of our products a no-brainer, to manufacturing
super light air shafts; from maximising ease of use and the
life cycle of our products, to making purchase and delivery
of spare parts the easiest of the jobs.

Innovation is at the core of our business. For us, this means
adapting to our ever-changing world by investing in
resources to keep on top of market trends.
At ATEM, we always keep our eyes and ears open to understand
how the market is evolving and how we can implement new
technologies and methodologies to improve our processes
and products. We make this a priority by regularly adding
new and improved machinery to our facilities and by researching
and developing new products that can disrupt the market.

SUSTAINABILITY

FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS

We have always been attentive to our contribution to the
environment by investing to minimise our ecological footprint
and maximise our positive impact.
Thanks to a powerful solar energy system installed in 2011,
ATEM currently runs all its operations on clean energy and
inputs the surplus produced in the national electric system.
We constantly research ways to improve, from finding ways
to minimise waste at every level of our organisation to setting
aside investments for electrical vehicles to use for local pickups and deliveries.

People are what make companies successful. We pose ourselves
as a company of people before a company of products.
And as a company of people, we strongly believe in creating
meaningful relationships with the people we work and
collaborate with.
We are in business to provide the best possible service but
also because we want to grow personally and professionally,
sharing our path with like-minded people and making the
most out of it.

WE DO

DESIGN
One of the key factors to providing the best possible
solution is to be able to picture it before turning it into reality.
With over 7000 successful different designs that ATEM has
created over the years and our commitment to continuous
improvement, we challenge ourselves to always find new
and better designs to meet and exceed our customers’
expectations.

MANUFACTURE
Once the solution has been conceived, we use the finest
raw material and components, exclusively sourced from our
trusted suppliers in the EU, to turn our design into reality.
Thanks to an ever-expanding park of modern machinery,
a team of passionate and talented operators and
the expertise gained in decades of dedicated work,
production is carried out to meet even the most demanding
requirements.

IS BETTER
One of the reasons our customers keep coming to us is
that we provide them with the lightest solutions the sector
can offer. Thanks to our investments in R&D and our cutting
edge manufacturing technology, we are able to make our

products as light as they can be, without compromising on
reliability and performance. The result is a product easier
to handle and a happy user. Here below, a comparison on
a very popular model of air shaft in the market.

INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

STANDARD
ATEM

SUPER LIGHT
ATEM

6” AIR SHAFT
WITH 1500 mm
BODY LENGTH

6” AIR SHAFT
WITH 1500 mm
BODY LENGTH

6” AIR SHAFT
WITH 1500 mm
BODY LENGTH

30Kg

23 Kg

17 Kg

AIR SHAFTS

AIR SHAFTS FOR ANY CORE SIZE

HEAVY LIFTING BUT ALWAYS LIGHT

Our expanding air shafts can clamp cores with inner diameters
that range from as little as half an inch (12,7 mm) to as large as
500 mm, covering any possible need of our clients.

We are constantly working to maximise load capacity of our
air shafts whilst reducing their weight, making them as easy
to handle as they can be.

INDEPENDENT BLADDER SYSTEM

CORE CENTRING SYSTEM

Many of our air shaft models feature the Independent
Bladder System which, thanks to a safer air pressure
control, drastically reduces machine down time and
maximises product life cycle.

Most of our air shaft models have the possibility to feature
a centring system that can make even the most precise
winding job easy to handle.

EXPANDING STRIPS FOR ALL NEEDS

AESTHETIC FINISH

Our expertise has led us to develop a variety of clamping
strips that fit any type of application. Materials employed for
our strips range from Nylon to different types of rubbers and
from aluminium to steel.

In Italian we say “anche l’occhio vuole la sua parte” which
translates to “appearance matters too”. At ATEM we make
sure that your shafts look the best they can, providing
anodization and zinc plating as standard finish on most of
our products.

C3SG

C5AG

A very popular air shaft for the narrow web market where small diameter
cores are the norm. Despite its small diameter, load capacity is maximised
and suitable even for the heaviest type of application.

Another popular model for 3” (76,2 mm) cores. It is suitable for light to
medium applications and features 5 clamping strips.

from 25 mm to 60 mm

Rubber

Steel

Zinc Plating

3” (76,2 mm)

Rubber

Light Aluminium

Anodization

C3SNL

C6AAG 3+3

Our most popular light steel shaft, suitable for medium and heavy applications.
It is engineered to be highly performant, but weighing almost like an aluminium
shaft. A 1,5 mt C3SNL can weigh less than 20 kg and safely load and run
an almost 2000 kg roll.

Our aluminium shaft for 3” cores that features our centring system.
Suitable from light to medium applications where the need for precision
in the winding job is crucial.

70 mm and 3” (76,2 mm)

Nylon with Steel Inserts

Lightened Steel

Zinc Plating

70 mm and 3” (76,2 mm)

Anodization

Aluminium

Centring Feature

Aluminium and Rubber

C3AGL

C6ANGJ 3+3

Our lightest air shaft for 3” cores, suitable for light to medium-light
applications. A 1,5 mt C3AGL can weigh as little as 7 kg and safely load up
to 450 kg.

Our most popular model for larger diameters. Suitable for light to
medium-heavy applications. This model feature both Independent
Bladder System and Centring capability to maximise performance.

3” (76,2 mm)

Rubber

Light Aluminium

Anodization

100 mm, 4” (101,4 mm), 120 mm,
150 mm, 6” (152,4 mm)

Anodization

Aluminium

Centring Feature

Nylon and Rubber

Independent Bladder System

C6ANGJSL 3+3

Leaf Type Air Shafts

Our Super Light air shaft for 150 mm and 6” (152,4 mm) cores. This model is a
compromises between extremely light weight and very high performance.
The best solution for companies who look for ease of use for their employees.

When it comes to coreless or thin cores applications, leaf type air shafts
are usually the to-go solution. Our models have a large degree of
customisation and can be designed and produced according to customer
needs. Number of leaves usually ranges from 3 to 8 and base shaft can
be either made of aluminium or steel.

150 mm and 152,4 mm (6”)

Anodization

Super Light Aluminium

Centring Feature

Nylon and Rubber

Independent Bladder System

45 mm to 500 mm

Aluminium Leaves
(Knurling Available on Request)

Aluminium or Steel

Standard Aluminium

Bottom Knife
Holding Air Shafts

C8ANGJ 4+4
Our air shaft version for 200 mm and 8” cores. Highly versatile as it is suitable
for all type of applications, from light to heavy ones while remaining fairly
light and easy to operate. Its weight can be reduced further with the
C8ANGJL 4+4 version.
200 mm and 8” (203,2 mm)

Standard Aluminium

Aluminium

Centring Feature

Nylon and Rubber

Independent Bladder System

We offer two categories of bottom knife holding air shaft: a steel version
(for the knives with small diameters) that features a chrome plated body
and 3 clamping rubber strips and a very light aluminium version (for larger
knives) that features Nylon strips for knives sliding and rubber strips for
knives clamping.
Most of the standard
knives diameters
Steel or Aluminium

C12ANGJ 6+6

Special Applications

Our model for 300 mm and 12” (304,8 mm) cores. Despite its remarkable
dimensions, this model is very easy to operate thanks to precise machining
work that minimise its weight. This model feature both Independent
Bladder System and Centring capability.

One of our major strengths is the ability to conceive and convert to reality
solutions that cater to even the most particular requirement of our customers.
Examples range from conic shafts to pneumatic roll lifters, from air shafts
that feature built-in pressure gauges to axially adjustable air shafts.

300 mm and 12” (304,8 mm)

Standard Aluminium

Lightened Aluminium

Centring Feature

Nylon and Rubber

Independent Bladder System

Rubber
Chrome Plating
or Standard Aluminium

Pneumatic Sleeve
A standard solution for adapting expanding and non-expanding shafts
to 3” (76,2 mm), 150 mm and 6” (152,4 mm) core sizes. Thanks to a simple
to operate locking collar, mounting and dismounting takes place easily
and quickly.
3” (76,2 mm), 150 mm
and 6” (152, 4mm)

Rubber

Aluminium

Standard Aluminium

Adapter with Strips
A more developed solution with a greater degree of customisation. Mounting
and dismounting can be obtained in a variety of ways (self-gripping by
existing shaft, 1 collar or 2 collars) depending on the application and our
client request. Centring System is available on this model.
from 50 mm to 500 mm

Anodization or Standard Aluminium

Aluminium

Centring Feature (if requested)

Rubber (and/or Nylon)

EXPANDING
ADAPTERS

Circular Adapter
A different solution suitable in applications where gripping space is limited.
Mounting and dismounting can be obtained through 1 or 2 locking collars.
from 90 mm to 12” (306,8 mm)

Rubber

Aluminium

Standard Aluminium

Pneumatic Chuck
We offer a very customisable pneumatic chuck that can fit a wide range of
cores. This model is usually suitable for light to medium light applications
and for jobs where space between core and machine is limited.
from 90 mm to 12” (306,8 mm)

Rubber

Aluminium

Standard Aluminium

Pneu-Mechanical Chuck
A more performant core chuck, our pneu-mechanical models have been
developed and engineered for more demanding jobs. Thanks to our Zero
Friction expanding system, expanding capability is greatly increased,
making even the heaviest and most precise winding jobs easy to perform.
from 70 mm to 12” (306,8 mm)

Hardened Steel

Steel

Centring Feature

Hardened Steel

CORE CHUCKS

Axial Thrust Mechanical Chuck
By using the machine axial thrust, this models of core chucks have proved
to perform greatly with a large variety of applications. Thanks to the Zero
Friction system, even machines with relatively low axial force can safely
centre, clamp and run heavy rolls.
from 70 mm to 12” (306,8 mm)

Hardened Steel

Steel

Centring Feature

Hardened Steel

GLOBAL.

ATEM is an established company with a global reach
and strong relationships with clients and trusted partners
across the world. Thanks to a global sales network and
spare parts distribution centres located in the major
markets, even clients located remotely can be served and
supported quickly and effectively for both new projects

and/or the renewal and maintenance of existing ones.
If your company is located in any of the regions highlighted
in yellow, please let us know and we will refer you to our
local trusted partner who will be happy to get in touch to
help you.

SUPPORT
TECHNICAL AND
COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE

AFTER-SALES
SUPPORT

REPAIR
CENTRE

Thanks to their technical competence,
our office team is prepared to deal
quickly and effectively with any question
you may have regarding your next
new project, listening to your request
and providing you with comprehensive
information about our products and
services.

Knowing how important it is to service
our many thousands of products around
the world and support our clients’
objectives, our team is able to prepare
and ship out 100% of our standard spare
parts within 48 hours from order.

In case of accidental damages or the
need for a routine maintenance after
years of service, our team of expert
technicians will take care of your ATEM
air shaft and will bring it back to life so
that it can keep making its contribution.

ATEM
Via G. Curioni, 17
Galgagnano (LO)
26832, Italy
info@atem.it - www.atem.it
Phone: +39 0371 688 200
Mobile: +39 331 4726 894

EXPANDING AIR SHAFTS AND CHUCKS

